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The right dock does it
all, and is built to last

S

ummer’s here. It’s time
to stretch your legs
and enjoy the warmth.
Outdoor fun, good food,
relaxing times with friends
at the cottage… it’ll be great.
As the old saying goes, they’re
not making land any more.

That may be true, but that
doesn’t mean you can’t create
a dry space on the water.
“All the properties with
straightforward waterfronts
have long since been
developed,” says Katie Peete,
co-owner of R&J Machine.
“Now people are building on

places with tricky shorelines.
That’s where we can really help.”
“It’s about creating a great
shoreline for people who
don’t have one naturally.”
A tricky shoreline might
be a sheer rocky cliff, low
rocks that are difficult to
clamber over, or a shoreline
that’s marshy near the shore
– anything that is awkward
or uncomfortable to wade
through or climb over.

The company began as a
machine shop, performing
a wide range of metal
fabrication and repairs. Then
one day a customer asked if
they could build an aluminum
dock, and an entirely new
business was born.

“Every shoreline is different,
but there’s a dock solution to
suit every one,” says Katie.

“We’re quite unique, in that
we look after every aspect
of the docks,” says Katie.
“We design and build them
right here in Lakefield. We
manufacture, install and
service our own products so
that when you purchase an
R&J product you are dealing
with the manufacturer.

R&J Machine was launched 45
years ago by Katie’s parents,
Rick and Jennifer Hickson.
It has continued to grow as
a family run business with
Katie and her brother Ryan in
succession of their parents.

At peak times the company
employs 55 people, building
docks and shipping them
across the country. They’ve
even designed a system for
the US Marine Corps to use
in Honduras.

Start with the water
Designing a dock often
begins with a visit to the
property.
A site visit allows the sales
and design staff to assess the
nature of the lake bottom and
the type of shore the dock
will be attaching to.
It’s also a chance to talk
about how the owners want
to use the dock. “For some
people, the dock is a place to
tie the boats. For others, it’s a
gathering spot, a sitting area.”
A good dock design will
consider how much furniture
– if any – will be placed on
the dock. Will there be a
fireplace? A table for sunset
dinners? Even a barbecue?
“You want to ensure there’s
enough space on the dock to
let people move around, no

matter what kind of activities
are planned there,” says Katie.
Designers also consider the
kind of boats that will be
moored at the dock. Kayakers
and canoeists typically want
a low dock – or at least a low
section – to allow easy access
to their boats; someone with
a large cabin cruiser, on the
other hand, has an entirely
different set of needs.
They will also consider
whether the dock will have a
boat lift, and if so what kind
– R&J Machine even makes
custom lifts for specialty craft,
like antique wooden boats.
Four season design
No matter what your dock

design, it’s also important to
consider what will become
of it in winter. In the
Kawarthas, the most popular
system relies on cantilever
system to raise the far end
of the dock out of reach of
winter ice. Decking is carried
to shore and stacked out of
the way. A folding tower
(called a gantry) is raised,
and the end of the dock is
cranked up into the air.
“Because we use extra strong
X-bracing in our designs, we
can create lift-up docks in a
wide range of shapes – U, T,
L, you name it,” says Katie.
Even docks with stepped
sections, or boat lifts can
be winched up for the winter
if desired.

If you don’t like the idea of
seeing the lifted dock all
winter, then other options
can be explored. If the
shoreline is right, then it
may be possible to wheel
the entire dock onto shore
for the winter. Or a fixed
steel dock might be a better
option, one built strong
enough to withstand shifting
ice movement.
No matter what you build,
strength is vital. R&J
Machine makes pipe docks
with legs that are 23/8 inches
in diameter, a full half
inch bigger than the more
common 17/8 inch legs. That
extra diameter makes a big
difference to the stability
of a dock and allows the

pipes to extend deeper
without concerns about
sway or movement on the
dock surface.
Every aspect of the dock is
designed with real-world
conditions in mind.

“Storms are getting more
powerful every year,” says
Katie. “We intend every dock
we build to be something that
lasts for many years.” DS
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“We intend every dock we build to be something
that lasts for many years.”

Floating docks, lifts and pipe docks
can form a fully-integrated design.
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